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Goal

Describe how the steps of policy development, context-
driven policy implementation and candid feedback work 
in tandem during a simulation and role play training on 
conflict resolution. 



Healthy Work Environments

Workplace conflict may affect nurses
Morale, increase turnover and lead to litigation (Iglesias 

& Becerro, 2012)
 High job satisfaction linked to lower conflict 

(Schwendimann, 2016)



Conflict: What it is and what it is not

Conflict is not lateral violence, incivility, not performance 
problem 

Crossing the line - everyday conflict may change or 
escalate, either blatantly or covertly, to other behavior, 
such as bullying, incivility, aggression, performance 
problem



Does Organization’s Workplace Expectations 
Policy Address Conflict Resolution?

BC expects all workers “to be active learners, workers and 
servers,” … Christian values of human compassion, dignity, 
and equity are expressed and lived (Employee Handbook)

Work as a Team
 Develop collaborative and team oriented abilities ….. mutual 

respect…
 Encourage collaboration …
 Actively listen to others’ views
 Assists team member in achieving goals…

http://catalog.berea.edu/en/Current/Employee-Handbook/Staff-Employee-Conduct/Workplace-Expectations


Policy Development
 Broach a conversation immediately privately in a non-

confrontational manner as follows: describe the 
behavior factually (“When you said...”), describe how 
the behavior made you feel (“I felt...”), and state that 
the behavior needs to stop or not be repeated 
(“Please, don’t do that again.”). (Johns Hopkins 
Hospital. Code of Professional Conduct for Faculty)

 Incorporate into faculty onboarding and student 
orientation 

Write in faculty and student handbooks



DESC Script: Step-by-step Procedure

1. Describe the behavior or 
situation

2. Express how the situation makes 
you feel/what your concern are

3. Suggest alternatives and seek 
agreement

4. Consequences – relate to 
impact on team goals; strive for 
consensus



Practice

Part One
 Students complete self-assessment of leadership style
 Readings on conflict
 TeamSTEPPS® 2.0 Pocket Guide

Part Two
 Self-assessment of emotional triggers
 Review and practice relaxation techniques



Practice

Modified NLN Lateral Violence simulation (NLN, 2015)
 Two standardized patients (retired nursing alumni)
 Novice nurse and preceptor

Part Four
 Each student writes own DESC script
 Each student practices with standardized patient
 Each student receives feedback

Part Five
 Debrief and evaluation with standardized patients

Part Three



Lessons Learned
Complete self-assessment of conflict style 

Style Under Stress (www.crucialconversation.com/sus) 
 DESC scripts too lengthy 

http://www.crucialconversation.com/sus


Reflective Practice

 How did I model civil behavior?
What technique did I use to keep my emotions in 

check?
 Did I put the team goals ahead of my personal 

agenda?
 Did I timely handle conflict? (Kennison, Dzurec, Cary, & 

Dzurec, 2015)
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